The Complete Hose System

Ace Sanitary’s Quality, Service and Innovation provides professional services to help protect sanitary hose investments

THE COMPLETE HOSE PROGRAM
As a premier sanitary hose manufacturer, it is our goal to stay at the forefront of technology and bring valuable services to the customer, which sets us apart from other hose manufactures. We understand the importance of proper sanitary hose maintenance and how to comply with strict government and industry regulations. Our Complete Hose Program provides the products, maintenance and training needed for an efficient and effective manufacturing facility.

DATABASE HOSE MANAGEMENT
We begin with an in-depth end user facility hose audit and inventory, conducted by our experienced, highly trained systems team. We evaluate each hose and their current assemblies for application suitability, condition and longevity. A baseline report is established with a prescribed action plan—complete with traceable, reportable and measurable results.

DOCUMENTATION
With the collected information we are able to institute a Complete Hose System program, which incorporates guidelines and training for serialization, lifecycle trending, and regulatory support documentation. This documentation complies with your quality control processes already in place and shows the action plans in order to comply with both government and industry regulatory standards.

PROJECT MANAGEMENT
The success of any program, such as this, is dependent on effective project management. Our team of experienced project managers will manage the program from initiation through completion, including: implementation scheduling, maintenance plan development and on-going tracking against bench marked goals.

Ace Sanitary Now Provides:

• **Color Coding:** Each hose assembly end can be color coded to ensure proper installation and reduce assembly time.
• **Kitting:** Combine multiple part numbers together, which helps to reduce receiving and accounting costs.
• **Onsite Product Testing:** We bring our product and equipment onsite to test in your manufacturing facilities. Our team will work with engineering to determine the most effective hose type, lengths, and classifications to best work with your applications.
• **Dedicated Inventories:** Once we determine the proper product mix, we can dedicate inventory so that it is only available for you. This eliminates shortages and delivery issues.
• **Custom Labeling:** Each assembly is labeled with your part#. We can also put your company name and phone number for replacement parts. Different types of labeling are available.
• **Hose Tracking:** In conjunction with your plants, each hose with a serial number is loaded into our tracking software with all testing data performed and results as well as location of the assembly in your plant. This will point out problem areas and allow us to work with your plant and implement a solution to give you longer hose life.

Satisfied Customers
“We selected Ace Sanitary to conduct a ‘hose audit’ within one of our facilities, one which we knew to have some issues. They not only conducted themselves very professionally, but they were able to resolve the issues, save us money and provide support documentation. The audit was so successful, we requested Ace to conduct audits on five other regional facilities.”

- A Fortune 1000 Customer